Jedediah Smith Wilderness
Grand Tetons, Wyoming
September 2007
There are very few hikes that I pursue that don’t
have a lake with fish at the end of the journey.
Instead of fish I got some of the most incredible
views I have ever seen. The Tetons are magnificent!
The journey took me on a 24 mile day hike to the
top of the Tetons and back after all was said and
done. I crossed the Jedediah Smith Wilderness and
penetrated the boundaries of Teton National Park.
My plan was to make it a two day adventure but this
is Grizzly country and I didn’t care to camp alone.
There were also reports of a nuisance black bear
where I would have camped in Alaska Basin. I left
the trailhead at 7:00 AM and returned by 5:00 PM
with almost nonstop hiking. I got my share of
fishing the day before by catching several
Yellowstone Cutthroat trout on a 15 mile round trip
hike to Upper Palisades Lake.
Directions: I accessed the wilderness from the trailhead in Teton Canyon. Drive east of
Driggs, ID toward Grand Targhee Ski Area in Wyoming. There is a 4 mile dirt road that
leaves the main road once you get up the canyon that leads to Teton Canyon Campground. The Trailhead and large parking lot is at the terminus of this road.
My route took me to the following areas:
Alaska Basin and Basin Lakes: 7.7 miles; 8,520’ (2,600’ elevation gain)
Hurricane Pass: 5 mile roundtrip from Alaska Basin; 10,372’ (3,412’ elevation gain)
Mount Meek Pass: 2.5 miles from Alaska Basin; 9,726’
Returned via Teton Canyon Shelf and Devils Stair Case (1000’ drop in 1 mile)
I started out by seeing a moose and a calf within five minutes of leaving the trailhead. I
eventually crossed paths with many Pika and a few Grouse. I was surprised to not see any
Black Bear or Mountain Goat which are very common in the area. I assume that the halfdozen lakes that I passed were to shallow to hold fish. The trees in the canyon were
turning their splendid autumn colors and the fall chill was in the air. I was expecting
thunderstorms in the early afternoon so that was an incentive to keep moving. The
pictures which don’t do justice will tell the rest of the story.

Views from the bottom of Teton Canyon on the Alaska Basin Trail

Teton Creek
One of the peaks standing guard over Alaska Basin as seen from Teton Canyon

A view of the wedge and the Teton Canyon shelf as seen from the Alaska Basin Trail
Sunset Lake and Battleship Mountain as seen from the Teton Crest Trail on the way to Hurricane Pass

Hurricane Pass and the Teton National Park Boundary
Looking north at Table Mountain as seen from Hurricane Pass

The Grand and Middle Teton as seen from Hurricane Pass
Looking North from Hurricane Pass toward Cascade Canyon

The Grand Teton as seen from Hurricane Pass
The Grand, Middle and South Tetons as seen from Hurricane Pass

Schoolroom Glacier as seen from Hurricane Pass

Two of the eight Alaska Basin Lakes

Alaska Basin as seen from the Teton Canyon Shelf
Mount Meek Pass and the afternoon thunderstorm as forecasted

The Wedge as seen from the Teton Canyon Shelf Trail
A view from the Devils Staircase

